Accidents/injuries, such as poisonings and broken bones

Hereditary and congenital conditions

Common illnesses, such as ear infections and diarrhea

Serious/chronic illnesses, such as cancer and diabetes

Procedures/services, such as surgeries and X-rays

Prescription therapeutic diets and supplements

Wellness services, such as vaccinations and spay/neuter

And more!

*Some exclusions may apply. See policy documents for a complete list of exclusions.

Get complete coverage for everything from everyday care to serious illnesses with My Pet Protection with Wellness®. This plan reimburses 90% on veterinary bills including wellness services.*

Here’s how Nationwide® pet insurance works

Visit any vet.

Submit a claim.

Receive reimbursement.

That’s it!

What makes this plan unique?

• Instant approval
• No age restrictions
• More coverage than any other pet insurer*
• Low $250 annual deductible
• Available only through your employer

Get a quote today.

PetsNationwide.com
877-738-7874

*Some exclusions may apply. See policy documents for a complete list of exclusions.

Insurance terms, definitions and explanations are intended for informational purposes only and do not in any way replace or modify the definitions and information contained in individual insurance contracts, policies or declaration pages, which are controlling. Such terms and availability may vary by state and exclusions may apply. Underwritten by Veterinary Pet Insurance Company (CA), Brea, CA, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2016); National Casualty Company (all other states), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2016). Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. ©2017 Nationwide. 17GRP3782A